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6Work based learning in intercultural settings: a model in practice
David Elvis Leeming1 and Maria Dolores Iglesias Mora2
1. Introduction
As part of an MA in Intercultural Business Communication at the University 
of Central Lancashire, we offer a taught module with a work placement that 
exists within a multicultural context. As part of this process, students must work 
towards completing two practical assessments, a project presented in a report 
format and a reflective essay. Our aim is to raise the international employment 
profile of our students by undertaking a professional intercultural work placement 
that will enhance their skill set through a guided process, from job search, to a 
critical reflection, to a final report of the project. 
By undertaking the module, the students enhance their reputation by developing 
the required skills to stand out in the global marketplace. This is achieved by 
acquiring a high level of employability/enterprise skills that they will be able to 
articulate in order for them to succeed (Dacre Pool & Sewell, 2007).
The module is structured by delivering two hour-long seminars per week for 
one semester followed by a minimum of a two month placement (this can be 
flexible and be done over a longer period on a part-time basis). The assessments 
are completed during this time and handed in a month after the placements are 
concluded.
The content of the module focuses on Intercultural Communication in the 
workplace, as well as the ability to secure a placement for the module and 
transferable skills that can used after they graduate. This allows the search for 
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a suitable placement to begin within the first month of study. These content 
sessions are presented alongside Enterprise presentations that allow students to 
examine the skills/attributes of being an entrepreneur and/or intrapreneur. These 
are bolstered by delivery by specialised teaching staff and guest speakers. The 
tutor also offers one to one sessions and a great deal of support that is often 
called upon.
Keywords: international placement, intercultural communication, employability, 
intercultural placement, reflexive learning, reflective practise, MA study, UCLan, MA 
intercultural business communication.
2. What we did
One of the key skills we are trying to build is responsibility. The students 
themselves must make sure they secure the placement. Of course, as mentioned 
above, they are guided and mentored throughout this process. In terms of 
the placement being intercultural, we stress the importance of working for a 
company that is primarily from a culture different from their own. This allows 
the student to immerse themselves in that country and culture. The seminars lay 
the groundwork for this but the experience will help them to flourish and really 
begin to understand the differences and similarities of their host culture (Schein, 
2004). Hence, when they enter the fulltime workforce, they feel they can work 
within such an environment.
The placement terms are agreed by the student, the workplace supervisor, and 
the tutor. The key is for the student to complete a project that not only prepares 
them for the challenges of the ‘intercultural world’ ahead but is genuinely useful 
for the company. As an example of a placement, a British student worked in 
Malta on the international marketing strategy for a Maltese company as they 
entered new territories. By undertaking such practical work, the students often 
realise that theory can only take them so far. As another student noted,
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“I realised that intercultural competency is a skill that cannot be learned 
from a text book. Even after living and studying in China for lengths at 
a time before the internship, I was not as interculturally competent as 
I thought. This is a skill that I developed over time at Bosch” (Student A, 
2015). 
The students also keep a reflective journal. This is kept from day one of the 
module till the end of the placement. The nature of the module calls upon a very 
personal methodological approach to the process. Our intention has always been 
to ground the work within reflexive methodologies, which was formulated from 
the work of Alvesson and Sköldberg (2009).
In other words, the students’ own professional experiences on the placement are 
essential. The journal contains evidence of the student’s experiences, encounters, 
thoughts, and growth. The students are the clearest advocates of the results of 
a combined module that examines intercultural theory with intercultural real 
world practices. Student B, a 2015 graduate, undertook a digital marketing post 
in Malta with her project subsequently leading her into a full-time role. She 
stated,
“the work placement allowed me to take these insights into practice working 
in a different culture, developing skills, and subsequently securing a job 
in a very multicultural company. I now work in an office with colleagues 
from Italy, Malta, Costa Rica, Venezuela, Portugal, Canada, and Spain, so 
my intercultural education is bound to continue into the future. All in all, 
this experience has benefitted me greatly, and allowed me to learn a lot 
about work in general, different cultures, digital marketing, and my own 
professional development” (Student B, 2015). 
What has been fascinating is observing the networks that have built up since 
the inception of the module. This has meant that past students who undertook 
placements have now given talks about their experiences and even employed 
current students. This network will continue to expand across the globe with 
new and varied uses.
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3. Discussion of outcomes and conclusion
What we have learnt from this process is that we as a university need to make 
sure that we have a greater level of support for students who wish to embark on 
careers outside the UK. We hope this module will continue to go from strength 
to strength. Mainly, we hope to build our international networks so that many 
future opportunities will arise in permanent work, placements, shadowing, and 
research; in fact, the possibilities are endless. We end with comments made 
by one of our successful students; “this experience has given me a chance to 
think positively, motivate myself and weigh the advantages while achieving 
objectives. It has made me more confident” (Student C, 2015).
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